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In this paper I present a classroom teacher's insights
into the literacy journey of a recently arrived ESL
learner. Samples of writing collected over a two year
period will highlight development towards conventional
form within the social and literacy context of an
Australian, whole-language, kindergarten/ grade one
mainstream classroom.

In uncertain economic times funds for education diminish and the call of the
'back-to-basics' movement receives a lot of attention. Politicians blame the
teachers for not teaching and 'new' approaches are espoused by academics
who seek funds from a smaller pool. Many of these 'new' approaches claim to
offer greater access to the power of language for marginalised groups such as
those from language backgrounds other than English (LBOTE). Where does
this leave the professional classroom teacher whose theory of language
teaching and learning has evolved over many years and who understands
better than anyone the needs of her students within the socio-cultural and
learning context of her classroom, the school and the wider community?

In this paper, through the writing samples from one LBOTE child, I hope to
share with you an insight into one whole-language classroom. A classroom
where children from LBOTE and English speaking backgrounds (ESTI) are
encouraged to 'join the literacy club' (Smith, 1988). An environment where
the children are immersed in demonstrations of the 'how' of language being
used for real purposes, where not only the teacher but other children provide
the scaffolding to support learning and where a 'focus on form in context',
(Long and Crookes,1992:43), al, the time of need and readiness is provided.

Radi came to Australia in December, 1987. He was five years old and spoke no
English on arrival. His parents, however, had learned English at school and
were reasonably fluent. The family used Bulgarian at home. Books and
writing were part of his home culture. He commenced school in February,
1988. His first classroom in Melbourne appears to have been a formal,
teacher directed environment. In May 1988 he transferred to our school and
our prep/one classroom. No specialist ESL instruction was provided, although
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he was placed with me: an ESL-trained classroom teacher who immersed him
in a whole-language. classroom where 'natural' learning strategies and peer
tutoring were encouraged. Most of his classmates spoke English as a mother
tongue. He is a bright child with an open, sociable personality.

When Radi first arrived in our classroom he was very shy and spent a lot of
time watching and listening to others. He copied what others were doing as
they went about their chosen activities and soon joined in as they used the
Lego or worked on an applied number activity. It was not long before he was
chatting away and becoming a popular member of the group. In this
environment his spoken English developed quickly; but now to his writing.

When the other members of the class settled to work on the various stages of
their writing, Radi usually watched what the others were doing. Taking his
cue from this, he collected pencils and paper, set himself up at a table and
watched. He soon discovered that it was fine to draw in writing time and he
often drew. He was a little overwhelmed by the culture of our classroom. His
first Australian classroom had been very different.

Early in June he produced a small workbook he had brought from his other
classroom. In this book he had copied a number of words, as directed by his
teacher. He copied words from this book onto his paper. I acknowledged that
he was writing and celebrated this with the other children. "Look, Radi can
spell school the grown-up way", commented one child. Radi was proud of his
efforts and for a number of weeks he copied out the same words.

SAMPLE I: June 1988

LJ caft.00C curl, to to school/co:n.1

At the same time Radi was engaging with many demonstrations of the 'how' of
writing that showed him that reading and writing were worthwhile things to
do. Reading to the children was a central part of my practice. Sharing books,
commenting on content, style and particular features, demonstrating the use
of non-fiction texts and building up a language for talking about the English
language were a vital part of familiarising the children with the language of
literature and non-fiction books and encouraging them to 'read like a writer'
(Smith, 1983). Big books were used a great deal to give the children an
intimacy with the print and a shared group focus for my mini-lessons that
attempted to make particular features of the text salient. Writing in front of
the children for real purposes and a variety of audiences and jointly
constructing texts also provided many demonstrations and opportunities to
engage with features of relevance to the child's developmental level.
Sessions where the children shared their writing with the group allowed
children to see the work of others and receive feedback while creating an
environment which encouraged peer support.

I was overjoyed when Radi created his first piece of original classroom
writing on 15 July. His invented spelling was evidence that he was making
meaning of the demonstrations he was immersed in and reinforced my belief
that given the opportunity to engage with meaningful demonstrations
children make sense of their written world in a similar way to the way they
make sense of speech.
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SAMPLE 2: 15th July 1988

I like holidays because I go to market with Mummy

Radi now saw himself as a writer and he used his writing to communicate his
feelings. On 19th July he expressed his feeling that it was fine to be
Bulgarian in this classroom.

SAMPLE 3: 19th July 1988

like my country.

At this time a knock knock joke craze had hit our room. One of the children
wrote a Knock Knock Joke Book which he shared.. This encouraged others to
publish their jokes.

Radi engaged with the children's demonstrations and wrote his own knock
knock joke.

SAMPLE 4: 21st July 1988

fiNoY WO( H o, jk,91, go Hayth v .t7-(/

tv/gSr-IV

4

Knock Knock. Who's there?
Roo. Boo Who? Boo
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In August he wrote one of many pieces which indicated his exploration of the
wider social environment. His artwork was also developing and he was
continuing to use it to convey meaning to support his text. His written text
reflects his spoken interlanguage.

SAMPLE 5: 23rd August 1988

This policeman is get naughty people.

The composite grades enabled the kindergarten children to remain in the
same classroom with the same teacher the following year as grade one
students. This meant that we could continue to build on shared knowledge: a
vital ingredient available to caregivers as they provide the scaffolding to
support the child's learning.

After one year in an English-speaking environment Radi was
communicatively competent in spoken English and had 'joined the literacy
club'. He saw himself as a reader and a writer and used these skills to extend
his knowledge and explore his world.

In March 1989 he wrote the following list of cars. I no longer needed to write
a translation of his invented spelling to attach to the samples when I filed
them in his writing portfolio.

SAMPLE 6: 6th March 1989

Radi wrote the following letter to a grade 6 student who had worked with our
grade. He enclosed a 'footy' (football) card and posted it in the internal school
letterbox.

I had demonstrated the genre of letter writing for a number of purposes such
as writing to the Tooth Fairy, Easter Bunny, parents. authors and so on. Janet
and Allen Ahlberg's The Jolly Postman provided further demonstrations and a
focus for discussion of a variety of letter genres.
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SAMPLE 7: 3rd May 1989 LINM
RMar ;You inKc tV1/3

Lovfe

As there had been some discussion about the continuation of the drama
program I asked the children to write their opinions about drama sessions. I
explained the reason for requesting this information so that the audience was
clear.

SAMPLE 8: 30th May 1989 RYoDoMeiv

(A
.9AII 11 tt tci+eT-

CeW P Tilt i°°-0
, M&5 You a Runi 6cID

Wer IC AWD olle 1B
CO -FVNAtio foUfbeDo

LOTS Or VAINE5

Note the inserted can. This is evidence that he had either proof read his text
or read it to someone else. Not only the process but the product was becoming
important.

About mid-July a group of children became very interested in fire-engines
and fire. This self-initiated interest group formed a Tire Club'. They set up a
table where they displayed a number of artefacts, posters and books about
many aspects of fire. They went to the library to find more books and
discussed the topic with Robbie's Dad who is a scientist. Radi was part of this
grcup who spent much of their time writing about fire. Radi formed a
writing partnership with Robbie and they produced a number of pieces.

SAMPLE 9: 26th July 1989 (co-authored by Radi and Robbie)

14 JUL Flif9

fittALE (Le T Act
tiassiMisivg FIRER?

SToP P AND Rot. -THEN

Ysqu Re it To' Trie bah -WHIT

IF THE Da RS 4-10-VTHEN Ytr lr kw,

-THAT c P.RER GrN

ToCHE

THER
AINER

A

Sin Sc 111E11

OMB
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la . Gel" (RFT -iFfiatir HE.
WI Nods iF YeriR vP
%it Yar FeR THE FIREiHWERs

Nu- lk BEIER Do-ir MAW
ANL %Go- 6-0-6-0:

As peer conferencing was encouraged, they read this piece to a number of
children for feedback. before bringing it to me for a publishing conference.
They wanted it typed like a poster to display on the wall. They also requested a
number of copies to display in several places throughout the school as an
information poster. I had not explicitly taught them about information
posters, however, I had encouraged them to look for different ways of
displaying information and publishing. Radi asked that I type go, go, go, as
at the end of The Hungry Giant (Story Box) when he calls out: ow, Ow, OW. I
see this as further evidence of the reading/writing connection, the
importance of reading to children and encouraging them to read like a
writer.

SAMPLE 10: The Poster

1

HOG. TO OET OUT OF A MOUSE
TWAT IS ON FIRE

DROP RAGE ROLL

Then rem roll to the done Touch tt If :he 000r au hoe then you

knoe eeeee n.. .n 1). at.... nee Them row get owl the

eine If you *Pe we kayo you meet ,ot the ftro.ytihtoro t.00 hod

Ate lt Uwe sod Go. Co. GO!

by %OAP. end 641

Some time later another poster appeared near the fire-table written by Radi's
co-writcr with some assistance from Radi.
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SAMPLE 11: 15th September 1989

FIRE

1. It Keeps you warm.
2. It cooks your food.
3. It can help purify your water.
4. It keeps you dry.
5. It makes signals.

Does fire have matter? Yes!

Fig, e

1. irciP5 you- vtypivtt coocsyowropu

ire 0,N PLP PuRAWYouR

vit(ertUYOU,
ate y

Aft"3 SIGN kLs
0k5 F1Ae kVIAAT/Ir

YE

[DRAFT ONLY I

In August, again influenced by books we had been sharing, Radi was trying
out rhyming text.

SAMPLE 12: 15th August 1989 Rerciars fLie
FVJ IQ- qv THE

ati/C AT ico-t K E -rs FLIe

FlYk I N 714 E5k1 SAM

high in the sky. Same as aircraft do.

H
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I collected the following draft and published book from Radi's grade 2
teacher. I had read and discussed The Greedy Goat with the class in November
1989. He had remembered it from the previous year and thought it was a good
story. Many young writers use retelling as scaffolding to explore writing,
though Radi did not use this approach as often as many do. I also find it
interesting that this story was stored away in his linguistic data pool for so
long before he used it.

SAMPLE 13: Commenced 16th May 1990

one ctaq an aid,
(.1,01 722an Ctgenina
her house untri ner
irra The St Lace in the

op, e4 Or eat
774 oril &hen ,5
kit She AL $/it nave. en
wheat to Say s

,egcr.

h

'ajg____Dmsaks__Sail___.that thsn
et_____Dut_Fmtatfanzun._

te_uukuricutlike_ipic
ani_thAscause_wei
til Os kockSe a,-ridt_

thcw._. IA,Ltd. e__LaRali

ever after
2

Twa pages of the draft version.
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SAMPLE 14: The Greedy Goat: A retelling (six pages are not included.)

One day on old Uornan wax olfenang her
house with her broornetich in the

When She finished. she santed to tot
edrnflakee. She didn't have eny. to 5h
sa I1 to buy some.

When eh. ice en her 'Any to the shop.
0 spot tome because the cad lady left
The Jintial °peon.
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The experience of the process of writing had been very important but it was
the satisfaction of publishing a real book that inspired this seven year old to
spend a great deal of time to produce a final product that conforms to the
conventions of English syntax and spelling as well as many of the
conventions of traditional tales and published books,

By grade 2, Radi had learnt much about written and spoken English , he was
an competent reader and had a good grasp of the pragmatics of the language.
I cannot claim that our whole-language classroom was the only reason for his
fine progress, however I do claim that it supported his development by
encouraging the continuation of 'natural' learning. It provided
demonstrations of both written and spoken English, and explicit teaching in
meaningful contexts. Most importantly it initiated him into the 'literacy
club'. Would it have been more appropriate if I had presented him with
explicit formulas for a variety of genres and made it compulsory to write to
these formulas at set times? Should I have insisted that he wrote in a non-
fiction genre about the tadpoles that were a focus of our classroom at the time
of the fire-table?

I agree with Christie (1990) when she states:

The only children who really cope in classrooms
where they are left to 'work it out for themselves'
are those that are already advantaged, though even
those will benefit from more direct intervention
than often occurs. Those who suffer most from
policies of being left to find their own way and their
own models in language are the seriously disadvantaged:
those from backgrounds where literacy is less highly
visible and valued and/or those for whom English is
a second language, (p18)

Children from LBOTE do need more support. I have argued this myself many
times (Turner, 1985:9) But, the question is what type of support? What type of
'intervention'? The text of the Greedy Goat provided an excellent opportunity
to highlight the use of direct speech conventions in context at a time when
Radi was developmentally ready to engage. Would Radi have learnt this lesson
so well if the teacher had 'covered' inverted commas as part of a class lesson
at a set time in a syllabus plan?

A whole language philosophy has provided me with answers and with a sound
basis for my practice. As new research appears I enrich my philosophy with
the insights provided, but my evolving beliefs continue to reflect what is
currently labelled 'whole-language'.

This paper is based on an article, 'Process vs Genre: a non-issue in the whole
language classroom', publish in TESOL in Context, vol. 1, no. 2, 1991.
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